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We consider mesoscopic four-terminal Josephson junctions and study emergent topological properties of the
Andreev subgap bands. We use symmetry-constrained analysis for Wigner-Dyson classes of scattering matrices
to derive band dispersions. When scattering matrix of the normal region connecting superconducting leads is
energy-independent, the determinant formula for Andreev spectrum can be reduced to a palindromic equation
that admits a complete analytical solution. Band topology manifests with an appearance of the Weyl nodes
which serve as monopoles of finite Berry curvature. The corresponding fluxes are quantified by Chern numbers
that translate into a quantized nonlocal conductance that we compute explicitly for the time-reversal-symmetric
scattering matrix. The topological regime can be also identified by supercurrents as Josephson current-phase
relationships exhibit pronounced nonanalytic behavior and discontinuities near Weyl points that can be control-
lably accessed in experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dirac [1], Weyl [2], and Majorana [3] fermions of relativis-
tic field equations have recently entered the realm of modern
condensed matter physics, see reviews [4–9]. These theories
provide an effective Hamiltonian description for linearly dis-
persing low-energy quasiparticle excitations near symmetry-
enforced or accidental degeneracy points that occur in elec-
tronic band structures. This remarkable connection to solid
state systems enables testing predictions of fundamental par-
ticle physics, such as for example Adler-Bell-Jackiw chiral
anomaly [10,11], by means of transport measurements via chi-
ral magnetic effect or magnetoresistance (for a comprehensive
contemporary review on transport consequences of anomalies
see Ref. [12]). Moreover, the fact that the strict symmetries
of the free space do not necessarily hold in a lattice opens
additional perspectives that have no counterparts in the high-
energy physics. In particular, the lack of strict Lorentz in-
variance allows for a tilt of the Weyl cones that could result
in a touching between electron and hole pockets forming an
open Fermi surface. These systems were termed type-II Weyl
semimetals [13]. Furthermore, crystal symmetries can sta-
bilize other degenerate band touchings leading to unconven-
tional fermions [14,15]. For example, in the presence of time
reversal symmetry the three fold degeneracies can occur as a
consequence of nonsymmorphic symmetries or even in sym-
morphic structures provided a combined rotation and mirror
symmetries. To leading order, these points are formed by two
linearly dispersing bands bisected by a flat band and can be ef-
fectively regarded as spin-1 Weyl fermions. These systems are
also topologically distinct as they carry Chern numbers equal
to ±2 as compared to ±1 in the usual case of Weyl nodes.

Mathematical structure of the band theory, with its link
to topology via the Berry curvature constructed from the
Bloch states, which defines Chern integral invariants, in-
spired the search for rich topological states in non-electronic
systems. The examples include photonic crystals that real-
ize electromagnetic analog of Dirac nodes [16,17], acous-
tic and optomechanical systems [18], and ultracold atoms
in three-dimensional optical lattices [19]. The attention has

recently turned to superconducting systems. Superconduc-
tivity in Weyl semimetals was discussed theoretically [20–
22] even prior to the candidate material was proposed, and
observed only recently in transition metal dichalcogenides
WTe2, MoTe2, PdTe2 [23,24]. In a parallel avenue of develop-
ments, a combination of Weyl systems with superconductors
in a proximity effect was considered in multiple studies [25–
31].

It was further realized that even in the hybrid structures
made of mundane superconducting materials the topology in-
trinsic to Weyl systems can still emerge. This is possible in
the geometry of three- and four-terminal Josephson junctions
[32–38]. Indeed, at each superconductor-normal interface An-
dreev reflections convert electron-like to hole-like excitations,
and vise versa, that leads to a formation of localized sub-
gap states. In a two-terminal case of a short junction, when
junction length is much smaller than superconducting coher-
ence length, such states form a one-dimensional band per each
conducting mode in a junction which is determined by its
respective transmission eigenvalue. The mode dispersion is
governed by the dependence of the Andreev level on the su-
perconducting phase difference across the junction that plays
the role of effective quasi-momentum. Periodicity of Andreev
level energy on the superconducting phase modulo 2π mimics
Brillouin zone thus making a connection to band theory more
transparent. In a three-terminal junction, such Andreev bound
states (ABS) form a two-parametric family of bands, whereas
a four-terminal junction is equivalent to a three-dimensional
artificial solid. Both three- and four-terminal junctions can
realize Weyl singularities in ABS spectra, however, their ap-
pearance is directly linked to a symmetry properties of the
scattering matrix connecting superconducting terminals. In
three-terminal devices, the time reversal symmetry must be
broken, so that scattering matrix should belong to the circular
unitary ensemble (CUE). While it is established that existence
of the Weyl nodes in a crystal is ultimately connected to bro-
ken either time reversal or inversion symmetry, the conven-
tional classification of topological semimetallic phases does
not directly apply to multiterminal superconducting devices.
In a four-terminal structure, Weyl nodes of ABS appear al-
ready for the time reversal symmetric scenario of an energy
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independent scattering matrix belonging to circular orthogo-
nal ensemble (COE), which effectively corresponds to a zero-
dimensional case. Another comparative point between crys-
talline and artificial systems concerns the Nielsen-Ninomiya
theorem [39] that dictates that net chirality is zero so that Weyl
nodes appear in pairs. However, there may be situations where
a pair of Weyl nodes of opposite chirality coexists at a point
in the three-dimensional Brillouin zone – and therefore four
bands touch, rather than two. This scenario corresponds to
Dirac semimetals that can be also realized in multiterminal
Josephson junctions as a consequence of particle-hole sym-
metry and additional Kramers degeneracy of Andreev levels.
An account of spin-orbit effects can lift Kramers degeneracy
by coupling spin of the bound states to the superconducting
phase difference.

These intriguing possibilities to create and manipulate vari-
ous topological states harbored by ABS in Josephson contacts
set the stage for our work. In Sec. II we carry detailed sym-
metry analysis of the determinant formula that defines subgap
structure of Andreev levels in terms of properties of the scat-
tering matrix. A convenient parametrization of the matrix is
also presented. We demonstrate that in a simplifying case of
the energy-independent scattering matrix an exact analytical
results can be found. We build on these findings to discuss
emergent topology of Andreev bands in Sec. III with the em-
phasis on four-terminal devices. We demonstrate formation of
Weyl and Dirac singularities, construct their Berry fluxes and
compute corresponding Chern numbers. The results presented
in this section complement an earlier study of Ref. [34] where
ABS band topology was studied statistically from randomly
generated scattering matrices while we carry calculations in a
particular parametrization. In Sec. IV we further explore non-
local conductance as a practical measure of topological phases
as suggested in Ref. [34]. Finally, we calculate Josephson
current-phase relationship (CPR) for a multiterminal device
in the trivial and topological phases, and reveal signatures in
the current that may provide additional experimental tools to
identify band topology in the phase-sensitive measurements.
We close in Sec. V with the summary of main results and
perspectives for the future research.

II. SCATTERING MATRIX FORMALISM

A. Symmetry analysis

Consider n-terminal Josephson junctions (an example of a
four-terminal junction is shown in Fig. 1). The coupling be-
tween the superconducting leads through the normal region is
fully characterized by the electron scattering matrix Ŝ (ε), with
ε being the excitation energy. In what follows we assume that
all leads have the same superconducting gap ∆ and thus nor-
malize all energies in units of ∆. In general, each lead can be
connected to a normal region by a multiple conducting chan-
nels that in a given mesoscopic devices are described by a set
of random transmission coefficients. To keep the presentation
simple, we assume that each junction supports only one chan-
nel. Inclusion of multiple channels complicates the analytical

structure of the theory, but already our simple model captures
the most significant physics.

When |ε| < 1 an electron (e) striking the interface with the
superconductor must be reflected back as a hole (h) via An-
dreev refection process. The corresponding reflection coef-
ficient picks the phase θ of the order parameter in that lead.
In a subsequent scattering this hole will be converted back at
the other interface. The resulting trajectories of electron and
hole superpositions form Andreev bound states in the junc-
tions those locations within the energy gap ε ∈ [−1, 1] depend
on all phases of superconducting order parameters. Mathe-
matically, ABS energies are determined by the determinant
equation [40]

Det
[
I4n − R̂A(ε, θ̂)Ŝ (ε)

]
= 0, (1)

where R̂A(ε, θ̂) is the scattering matrix describing Andreev re-
flections and θ̂ = {θ0, θ1, . . . , θn−1} is the diagonal matrix of
superconducting phases. In the basics of the 4n-component
Nambu spinor ψα =

(
ψe,α,↑, ψe,α,↓, ψh,α,↑, ψh,α,↓

)T with α =

0, · · · , n − 1, indicating the leads, the scattering matrix is
block-diagonal

Ŝ (ε) =

[
ŝe(ε) 0

0 ŝh(ε)

]
, (2)

since electron and hole states in the normal region are not
coupled. The intrinsic particle-hole symmetry (P) of the
Bogolubov-de Gennes equation imposes an additional con-
straint

P : Ŝ (ε) = τ̂2Ŝ ∗(−ε)τ̂2, (3)

which implies that ŝh(ε) = ŝ∗e(−ε), where τ̂1,2,3 are Pauli ma-
trices operational in the particle-hole P-space. In addition the
time-reversal symmetry (T ) is represented by

T : Ŝ (ε) = σ̂2 Ŝ T(ε) σ̂2, (4)

where σ̂1,2,3 act in spin space, so that ŝe(h)(ε) = σ̂2 ŝT
e(h)(ε)σ̂2.

The Andreev scattering matrix reads

R̂A(ε, θ̂) = e−i arccos ε
[

0 r̂eh(θ̂)
r̂he(θ̂) 0

]
, (5a)

r̂eh(θ̂) = eiθ̂ ⊗ iσ̂2, r̂he(θ̂) = −r̂eh(−θ̂). (5b)

The particle-hole and time-reversal symmetries are repre-
sented as

P : R̂A(ε, θ̂) = −τ̂2 R̂∗A(−ε, θ̂) τ̂2, (6a)

T : R̂A(ε, θ̂) = σ̂2 R̂T
A(ε,−θ̂) σ̂2. (6b)

These relations allow to reduce Eq. (1) to the form

Det
[
I2n − γ(ε) r̂A(θ̂) ŝ∗(−ε) r̂A(−θ̂) ŝ(ε)

]
= 0, (7)

where γ(ε) = e−2i arccos ε, and we have defined ŝ(ε) ≡ ŝe(ε)
and r̂A(θ̂) ≡ eiθ̂ ⊗ σ̂2. The left-hand-side determinant can be
expanded into a degree-2n characteristic polynomial of γ(ε),

P2n(γ; θ̂, ε) ≡
2n∑
i=0

ai(θ̂, ε) γi(ε), a0 = 1, (8)
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with the constraint a∗i (θ̂,−ε) = ai(θ̂, ε) because P∗2n(γ; θ̂,−ε) =

P2n(γ; θ̂, ε). The coefficients {ai(θ̂, ε)}2n
i=0 encode all the system

parameters, such as the energy ε, the phases of the supercon-
ducting terminals θ̂, and the normal-region scattering matrix
properties. When the scattering matrix ŝ(ε) is energy inde-
pendent, the coefficients {ai(θ̂, ε)}2n

i=0 become real ai(θ̂) = a∗i (θ̂)
with 0 ≤ i ≤ n. One can readily prove that the polynomial (8)
is in fact palindromic,

γ2nP2n(1/γ; θ̂) = P2n(γ; θ̂), (9)

so that the coefficients satisfy ai = a2n−i with 0 ≤ i < n.
The reciprocal relation (9) generally applies to the systems
lacking of time-reversal (4) and spin-rotation symmetry (in the
presence of both magnetic field and spin-orbit interactions),
i.e., ŝ ∈ CUE(2n), and the roots appear in n complex conjugate
pairs {γ j, γ

∗
j}

n
j=1. In the presence of time-reversal symmetry (4)

yet without spin-rotation symmetry of symplectic class, one
has ŝ ∈ CSE(n) and the Andreev levels are doubly degenerate
due to Kramers theorem.

In this work we focus on spin-degenerate as well as time-
reversal symmetric and energy independent scattering matri-
ces ŝ. The last assumption corresponds to e.g. weak links
where length of the junction is small compared to the su-
perconducting coherence length, where retardation effects of
traveling quasiparticles can be neglected, so that the determi-
nant (7) simplifies further to

Det
[
In − γ(ε) eiθ̂ ŝ∗ e−iθ̂ ŝ

]
= 0, (10)

and the characteristic polynomial satisfies γnPn(γ−1) =

(−1)nPn(γ), which is palindromic for n ∈ even and antipalin-
dromic for n ∈ odd. According to the fundamental theorem
for (anti) palindromic polynomials, we draw important prop-
erties. (i) For n ∈ odd, Pn(γ) can be factorized into a product
of the linear palindromic polynomial γ − 1 and a palindromic
polynomial (for n = 3 see Ref. [38]). (ii) For n ∈ even, there
exists a degree-n/2 polynomial of the new variable z = γ+1/γ,
Qn/2(z) ≡ γ−n/2Pn(γ). We will make use of these properties in
the next section when solving Eq. (10) for n = 4 for a device
illustrated in Fig. 1.

B. Four-terminal junction

To make further progress with analytical calculations we
need a particular parametrization for the scattering matrices.
Of course there is no unique way to parametrize them, as the
product of two such matrices being again unitary. In most
cases the specific choice of parametrization depends on con-
venience in which the relevant physical quantities of interest
are expressed in simplest form possible. Fortunately, there ex-
ists a recursive algorithm allowing the parametrization of ma-
trices of dimension n through the parametrization of matrices
of dimension n − 2, the parametrization of n − 1 dimensional
matrices being directly obtained from it without other com-
putations [41]. The case of n = 4 relevant to our study was
worked out in detail. It is given with a minimum number of

SCSC

SC SC

θ0=0 θ1

θ3 θ2

r̂ A (θ0) r̂ A (θ1)

r̂ A (θ3) r̂ A (θ2)

Ŝ

FIG. 1: [Color online] Schematic illustration of a four-terminal
Josephson junction. The junction is described by a scattering ma-
trix ŝ. The processes of Andreev reflections taking place at super-
conducting leads (SC) are represented by corresponding matrices r̂A.
We assume the same magnitude of the order parameter in all leads
while the phases θ0, . . . , θ3 can be different.

real parameters out of which a part take values in the positive
unit cube, the others being arbitrary phases. Specifically, for
the time reversal symmetric matrix ŝ is determined by ten real
parameters, and we adopt the following structure [41]

s11 = a eiϕ11 , s12 = b
√

1 − a2 eiϕ12 ,

s13 = c
√

(1 − a2)(1 − b2) eiϕ13 ,

s14 =
√

(1 − a2)(1 − b2)(1 − c2) eiϕ14 ,

s22 = p (1 − b2) eiϕ23
[
c2d ei(ϕ22−ϕ23) − b2d(1 − c2)ei(ϕ23−ϕ22)

+2bc
√

(1 − c2)(1 − d2)
]
− ab2 ei(2ϕ12−ϕ11),

s23 = −abc
√

1 − b2ei(ϕ12+ϕ13−ϕ11) − p
√

1 − b2 ei(ϕ13−ϕ12+ϕ23)

×
{
bcd

[
ei(ϕ22−ϕ23) + (1 − b2)(1 − c2)ei(ϕ23−ϕ22)

]
+

[
b2 − (1 − b2)c2

] √
(1 − c2)(1 − d2)

}
,

s24 = −ab
√

(1 − b2)(1 − c2) ei(ϕ12+ϕ14−ϕ11)

−
√

1 − b2 ei(ϕ14+ϕ23−ϕ12)
[
c
√

1 − d2 − bd
√

1 − c2ei(ϕ23−ϕ22)
]
,

s33 = −ac2(1 − b2) ei(2ϕ13−ϕ11) − p ei(2ϕ13+ϕ23−2ϕ12)

×
[
−b2d ei(ϕ22−ϕ23) + c2d(1 − b2)2(1 − c2) ei(ϕ23−ϕ22)

+2bc(1 − b2)
√

(1 − c2)(1 − d2)
]
,

s34 = −ac(1 − b2)
√

1 − c2 ei(ϕ13+ϕ14−ϕ11)

+ ei(ϕ13+ϕ14+ϕ23−2ϕ12)
[
b
√

1 − d2 + cd(1 − b2)
√

1 − c2 ei(ϕ23−ϕ22)
]
,

s44 = −a(1 − b2)(1 − c2)ei(2ϕ14−ϕ11) −
d
p

ei(2ϕ14+2ϕ23−2ϕ12−ϕ22),

(11)

and s ji = si j for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, where p = (b2 + c2 −

b2c2)−1, a, b, c, d ∈ [0, 1], and ϕ11,12,13,14,22,23 ∈ [0, 2π). Next
we analyze Eq. (10) in terms of Eq. (11).
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III. ANDREEV BANDS AND TOPOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

A. Andreev spectra

In this section we solve Eq. (10) for energies of Andreev
states as a function of superconducting phases and parame-
ters of the scattering matrix. We construct their respective
Bloch states and define Berry curvatures to characterize An-
dreev band topologies in terms of Chern numbers. We find
both trivial and topological states and corresponding quantum
phase transitions that can be tuned by adjusting phases in the
leads. Closing of the Andreev gap is found to occur either at
a single or a pair of points in a parameter space of phases.

For n = 4 the palindromic equation (10) reads γ4 − Aγ3 +

Bγ2 − Aγ + 1 = 0 that determines four Andreev bands

ε(θ) = ±

√
A(θ) + 4 ±

√
A2(θ) − 4B(θ) + 8

8
, (12)

where θ ≡ (θ1, θ2, θ3), whereas fourth phase θ0 = 0 can be
set to zero owing to global gauge invariance. The A- and B-
functions take the form

A = A0 + 2
3∑

i=1

Ai cos θi + 2
∑
i< j

Ai j cos(θi − θ j), (13a)

B = B0 + 2
3∑

i=1

Bi cos θi + 2
∑
i< j

Bi j cos(θi − θ j)

+ 2
∑

i jk∈P123

Bi jk cos(θi + θ j − θk), (13b)

with permutations P123 = {123, 312, 231}. In terms of the ma-
trix elements of ŝ from Eq. (11) the coefficients in Eqs. (13a)
and (13b) read

A0 =

4∑
j=1

∣∣∣s j j

∣∣∣2 , Ai =
∣∣∣s1,i+1

∣∣∣2 , Ai j =
∣∣∣si+1, j+1

∣∣∣2 , (14)

and

B0 =
∑
i< j

∣∣∣siis j j − s2
i j

∣∣∣2 , B123 = |s13s24 − s12s34|
2

B1 = |s13s23 − s12s33|
2 + |s14s24 − s12s44|

2 ,

B2 = |s12s23 − s13s22|
2 + |s14s34 − s13s44|

2 ,

B3 = |s12s24 − s14s22|
2 + |s13s34 − s14s33|

2 ,

B12 = |s12s13 − s11s23|
2 + |s24s34 − s23s44|

2 ,

B13 = |s12s14 − s11s24|
2 + |s24s33 − s23s34|

2 ,

B23 = |s13s14 − s11s34|
2 + |s23s24 − s22s34|

2 ,

B312 = |s14s23 − s12s34|
2 , B231 = |s14s23 − s13s24|

2 .

(15)

An inspection of these expressions reveal that despite the fact
that we need six independent phases to parametrize scattering
matrix only two effective angle variables ϕ1 ≡ ϕ22 − ϕ23, ϕ2 ≡

ϕ11 + ϕ22 − 2ϕ12 affect the Andreev spectrum in Eq. (12).

(b)

(c)

(d)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

- 1.0

- 0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

θ3

C
12

(a)

FIG. 2: [Color online] Energy spectrum of Andreev bound states for
a four-terminal Josephson junctions [e.g. Fig. 1]. In panels (a)-(d)
we take the normal-region scattering matrix parameters [Eq. (11)]
a = 1/4, b = 1/

√
3, c = 1/

√
2, d = 4/5, ϕ1 = π/6, and ϕ2 = π/3.

(a) Chern number of Andreev bands as a function of θ3 as computed
from Eqs. (12) and (16). (b) An example of topologically trivial
(C12 = 0) gapped spectrum at θ3 = π/3. (c) An example of topo-
logically nontrivial (C12 = 1) gapped spectrum at θ3 = 3π/4. (d) An
example of a nodal spectrum for θ3 ≈ 1.798. In panels (e) and (f) we
take a = ϕ1 = ϕ2 = 0, b = 1/

√
3, c = 1/

√
2, and d = 1. (e) The

trajectory of the nodal points in θ space. (f) An example of a gapless
spectrum at θ3 = π/2 exhibiting a pair of nodal points at (θ±, θ∓) with
θ± = 2π − arccos (−3/

√
10) ± arccos (2/

√
10).

We find rich landscape of different band structures and de-
termine that four-terminal devices can realize both Dirac and
Weyl type singularities in ABS spectra. The band topologies
can be characterized by the Chern number as a function of the
phase θ3 computed according to the standard procedure by in-
tegrating Berry curvature over the unit cell spanned by phases
θ1,2 ∈ [0, 2π]

C12(θ3) =
1

2π

" 2π

0
dθ1dθ2 B12(θ1, θ2; θ3),

B12(θ1, θ2; θ3) = −2
∑

k

Im〈∂θ1ψk |∂θ2ψk〉. (16)
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with |ψk〉 being the corresponding bound state k. The com-
plexity of emergent bands and variety of their shapes is dic-
tated by a large number of parameters embedded in the scatter-
ing matrix. Thus we discuss several representative examples.

B. Weyl nodes

Consider first the case with incommensurate choice of pa-
rameters a = 1/4, b = 1/

√
3, c = 1/

√
2, d = 4/5, and

also two scattering matrix phases ϕ1 = π/6 and ϕ2 = π/3.
The results for ABS bands and their Chern numbers as com-
puted from Eqs. (12) and (16) are shown in Fig. 2(a-d). As
phase θ3 is tuned from zero the spectrum is overall gapped
[Fig. 2(b)] and topologically trivial see Fig. 2(a). This regime
persists until a certain critical value of θ3 ≈ 1.798 is reached
when Andreev bands touch at a single point as shown in Fig.
2(d), which is equivalent to a Dirac semimetallic phase. With
the further increase of θ3 the gap reopens, see Fig. 2(c), but
the system enters into the topologically nontrivial regime with
C12 = +1. At a different point in a parameter space of phases
bands would meet again closing and reopening the gap indi-
cating another quantum phase transition to a state with differ-
ent topological charge C12 = −1 as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
The corresponding band structures are not shown in the plot
for brevity as they look alike.

A different behavior is found in the case of more symmet-
ric coupling when a = 0, b = 1/

√
3, c = 1/

√
2, d = cos χ

and ϕ1,2 = 0. This implies that α = 0 superconducting ter-
minal couples to the other terminals equivalently and there
is no reflection at this lead. This case realizes a pair of iso-
lated Weyl singularities at (θ1, θ2) = (θ±, θ∓) with θ± = 2π −
arccos(−3/

√
10) ± arccos(2/

√
10) as shown in Fig. 2(f) for

θ3 = π/2 and χ = 0. For a different values of θ3 but still χ = 0
the location of the Weyl nodes can be computed explicitly and
given by equations 3(cos θ1+cos θ2)+2 cos(θ1−θ2)+4 = 0 and
1 + 3 cos θ3 + 2 cos(θ1−θ2)

cos2[(θ1−θ2)/2] = 0, for θ1 + θ2 ∈ [2π, 4π] when
θ2 ∈ [0, π], and θ1 + θ2 ∈ [0, 2π] when θ3 ∈ [π, 2π]. These
two lines of nodal points are plotted in Fig. 2(e). There is a
very special high symmetry point of the model where these
lines intersect, which corresponds to a single quadratic band
touching between the Andreev bands. We have also checked
numerically, that allowing for a finite reflection coefficient in
the α = 0 terminal does not remove double-touching points
in the spectrum provided that coupling of that lead remains
symmetric with respect to the other two terminals.

It is of importance to discuss experimental techniques that
can probe properties of ABS directly or infer them indirectly
from transport characteristics of a given device. Scanning tun-
neling and tunneling probe microscopies are the power imag-
ing tools that can reveal complexities of the ABS spectra in
various hybrid systems. Multiple experiments have been car-
ried out recently on different heterostructures and proximity
circuits involving superconducting and/or topological mate-
rials. Certainly, it will be fruitful to have such experiments
done in multiterminal Josephson devices in a search for topo-
logical phases we described above. We hope that our results
may stimulate such efforts. However, with the pure tunneling

θ2≈- 2.864

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
- 0.2

- 0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

θ1

J 1

(e)
θ1≈- 1.901

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

- 0.2

- 0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

θ2

J 2

(f)

FIG. 3: [Color online] Josephson currents J1,2 as functions of θ1,2

when θ3 tunes the system to the Weyl poin (J1,2 are plotted in the unit
of 2e∆/~). We take the same scattering matrix parameters as those
in Fig. 2(a,b) and fix θ3 = 1.798. (a) and (b) Three-dimensional plots
of J1,2(θ1, θ2). (c) and (d) Density plots corresponding to (a) and (b),
respectively. Panels (e) [(f)] display J1 (J2) as a function of θ1 (θ2)
for various values of θ2 (θ1). The red curves indicate traces of the
Josephson currents cross the Weyl point.

probe it may be challenging to identify transitions between
different sectors of topologies. For that reason we will study
transport probes as well. The most natural observables would
be two-terminal Josephson current and conductances that in a
multiterminal devices can be controlled and tuned by the other
leads.

IV. JOSEPHSON SUPERCURRENTS AND
CONDUCTANCE

In a scattering theory formalism the Josephson current
through the lead α can be expressed terms of the Brouwer-
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Beenakker determinant formula [42] (hereafter kB = 1)

Jα =
2eT
~

∂

∂θα

∑
iωn

ln Det
[
In − γ(ε) eiθ̂ ŝ∗(−ε) e−iθ̂ ŝ(ε)

]
=

2eT
~

∑
iωn

∂θαPn[γ(iωn); θ̂]

Pn[γ(iωn); θ̂]
, (17)

where ωn = (2n + 1)πT is the fermionic Mastubara frequen-
cies, and we have used the polynomial representation for the
determinant with the help of Eq. (9). Formally factorizing the
polynomial Pn(γ) =

∏n/2
k=1(γ − γk)(γ − γ−1

k ) for n ∈ even and
Pn(γ) = (γ − 1)Pn−1(γ) for n ∈ odd, where γk = e−2i arccos εk

with k labeling the Andreev bands, we obtain

Jα = −
2e
~

∑
k

∂εk(θ̂)
∂θα

T
∑
iωn

g(iωn),

g(iωn) =
8γ(iωn)εk(θ̂)[

γ(iωn) − γk(θ̂)
] [
γ(iωn) − γ−1

k (θ̂)
] . (18)

Performing the Mastubara frequency summation via stan-
dard formula T

∑
iωn
g(iωn) =

∑
z0=±εk

nF(z0) Res[g(z0)] where
nF(z) ≡ (eβz + 1)−1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
with residues Res[g(±εk)] = ±1, we obtain

Jα =
2e∆

~

∑
k

∂εk(θ̂)
∂θα

tanh
[

∆

2T
εk(θ̂)

]
. (19)

This generic formula enables us to model supercurrents in
conjunction with the shapes and topologies of the Andreev
bands. This connection is most transparent in the zero tem-
perature limit when tanh[∆εk(θ̂)/2T ]→ 1.

Figures 3(a,b) display Josephson currents J1,2 in two termi-
nals as the system is tuned from topologically trivial gapped
state to nodal gapless state by varying θ3. Plots on Fig. 3(c,d)
represent the same data but plotted in a different way for clar-
ity to reveal regions of positive and negative currents as well
as location of the nodal point. The series of one-dimensional
cuts either in θ1 variable or θ2 show in Fig. 3(e,f) how Joseph-
son current changes as one tunes towards the singular point.
Precisely at the node current exhibits discontinuous jump. We
present similar results in Fig. 4 for the band structure of Fig.
2(f) with the pair of Weyl nodes. Fig. 4(f) demonstrates simi-
lar discontinuities at both nodes θ± and as a function of either
θ1 or θ2 depending how the point is approached. A natural
question arises of whether such nonanalytic behavior is ex-
clusive. First we notice that as is clear from presented results
the height of the jumps in Josephson CPR is not universal. It
is also known that for certain types of Josephson junctions the
current-phase relationship may be discontinuous [43]. For ex-
ample, this happens in a long ballistic junctions. Other nonan-
alyticities in a form of the cusps or discontinuous derivatives
of the current-phase relationship may survive even in disor-
dered junctions or be specific to unconventional pairing states
of superconductors forming the junction. In all these cases
however nonanalyticities of CPR are pinned to a very specific
values of phases. In contrast, here their location is variable

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
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1
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5

6

θ1

θ
2

(e)
J 1(θ+,θ2)

J 1(θ1,θ- )

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

- 0.3

- 0.2

- 0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

θ1,2

J 1

(f)

FIG. 4: [Color online] Josephson currents J1,2 as functions of θ1,2

when the system exhibits a pair of nodal points. We take the same
scattering matrix parameters as those in Fig. 2(e) and (f). Panel (a)
represent two-dimensional plot of the Josephson current in the first
terminal as a function both phases, and panel (c) gives the same in-
formation but plotted differently to stress the sign change of the cur-
rent and clearly identify location of the nodal points. Panels (b) and
(d) give similar results for the current in the second terminal. Panel
(e) shows votrex-like pattern of the current flow between the Weyl
points. (f) Josephson current traces when device is tuned to one of
the Weyl nodes θ± and then one-dimensional cuts are made along ei-
ther θ1 or θ2 directions across the other nodal point. Once singular
point is passed current experience a discontinuous jump.

and can be controlled experimentally by adjusting phases in
the leads.

What happens to be a distinguishing feature of a topolog-
ical phase in multiterminal devices is a quantization of con-
ductance in the adiabatic regime of ac Josephson effect. The
quantization stems from the Berry curvature-induced correc-
tion to the phase velocity entering the current. To see this
effect clearly consider deep subgap dc-voltages applied to
superconducting terminals eVα � ∆. In accordance with
the second Josephson relation superconducting phases change
with time as θα(t) = 2eVαt/~. To calculate the expectation
value of the current operator Îα = (2e/~)∂θα Ĥ in lead α it is
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convenient to introduce the basis of instantaneous wave func-
tions of the time-dependent Bogolubov-de Gennes Hamilto-
nian Ĥ(t) such that Ĥ(t)|ψk(t)〉 = ∆εk(t)|ψk(t)〉. By solv-
ing then the time-dependent evolution equation i~∂t |ψk(t)〉 =

Ĥ(t)|ψk(t)〉 to the first order in ∂tθα one finds time dependent
current Iα(t) = I[θα(t)] in the form [34]

Iα(t) ≈ Jα −
4e2

~
BαβVβ (20)

where the first term corresponds to Eq. (19) at T = 0, whereas
the second term is a correction proportional to the Berry cur-
vature Bαβ defined by Andreev band Bloch states in Eq. (16).
One should notice a similarity of this term to the anomalous
velocity term of the current in the context if anomalous Hall
effect. The time averaged current is equivalent to average over
the Brillouin zone of ABS as over time phases θα(t) uniformly
sweep the unit cell θ1,2 ∈ [0, 2π]. In this case, the first term
in Eq. (20) averages to zero as being pure gradient [Eq. (19)],
while the second term gets replaced by the Chern number in
accordance with Eq. (16). As a result, one finds quantized
conductance

Īα = GαβVβ, Gαβ = −
4e2

h
Cαβ. (21)

Stringent constraints have to be met for observability of this
result as time dependence of superconducting phases will
mediate non-adiabatic Landau-Zener transitions between An-
dreev bands giving rise to quasiparticle generation across the
gap and corresponding dissipation [44,45]. The severe con-
strain on required voltages to observe robust quantization
comes from the fact that the probability of Landau-Zener
tunneling PLZ is exponentially sensitive to voltages, namely
PLZ = exp[−πE2

g/W], where Eg is the gap of avoided cross-
ing between Andreev states and W measures the rate at which
they approach each other, typically W ∼ eV∆. These details
were carefully analyzed in Ref. [35].

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have studied band topology of Andreev levels in mul-
titerminal Josephson junctions focusing on a four-terminal
devices. Depending on the properties of the normal region
described by a scattering matrix connecting different termi-
nals, Andreev bands reveal either Weyl or Dirac type nodal

points in the parameter space of superconducting phases. In
the limit of energy-independent scattering matrix, relevant for
short weak links, the energy spectrum can be found exactly
and given by Eq. (12). We find multiple quantum phase tran-
sitions between topological and trivial gapped states that can
be quantified by Chern numbers (Fig. 2). These transitions
can be controlled and manipulated in experiments with An-
dreev interferometers [46,47]. Apart from the band structure
that can be probed by tunneling spectroscopies, we also cal-
culate transport characteristics including Josephson current-
phase relationships [Eq. (19)] and two-terminal conductance
[Eq. (21)].

Multiterminal proximity circuits offer numersou opportuni-
ties for future research directions including intriguing connec-
tions to the high-energy physics. In the context of solid state
systems, it is of interest to explore possibilities to mimic trans-
port and perhaps also optical properties of Weyl semimetals
in the regime of the ac Josephson effect. In particular, it has
been shown recently that superconductivity provides an access
to the chiral magnetic effects of an unpaired Weyl cone [48].
When topological superconductor is introduced as an element
of the multiterminal junction, such devices host Majorana
states [49]. One may explore perspectives of braiding them by
winding superconducting phases within the unit cell of ABS
with voltage pulses. Further applications to Josephson qubits
are possible especially when normal region of the junctions
is formed by a semiconducting material which enables effi-
cient gating [50]. Such hybrid semiconductor-superconductor
gatemon-type qubits may allow an enhanced degree of gate
control and performance [51–53]. Finally, generalizations of
the Dirac theory to higher-dimensional spaces described by
second Chern class topological invariants of the correspond-
ing SU2(n) group non-Abelian gauge fields proposed in high-
energy theories [54] can be searched and perhaps realized with
n-terminal Josephson devices.
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